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The explosive growth in big data has attracted more and more attention in 
designing efficient indexing and search methods recently. The straightforward solution 
using exhaustive comparison is infeasible due to the prohibitive computational 
complexity and memory requirements for massive data. Therefore hashing is becoming 
increasingly popular for efficient retrieval for massive data. There are two advantages 
for hashing algorithm: firstly, we can use compact integer to represent binary codes so 
as to reduce the storage for large-scale data dramatically; secondly, we can take 
advantage of modern CPU built-in bit operation to calculate Hamming distance rapidly. 
In this paper, we propose a hashing algorithm which learns hash function through 
online learning. Current data dependent hashing algorithms assume there are large 
amount of training data, however, it's difficult to load such scale data into memory and 
not applicable to large scale searching. However online learning doesn't constraint to 
such limit, so we train the data via online learning and it's no need to load the entire 
dataset into memory, and online learning is self-adaptive to new data points. 
In this paper, we also propose a new hashing method which based on relative 
similarity, ranking based hashing algorithm. The traditional hashing algorithm only 
consider data pair similarity, however, we unite data similar and dissimilar message into 
object function, learning hash function by preserving similar data's similarity and 
dissimilar data's dissimilarity in Hamming space. Compared to traditional data pair 
similarity, relative similarity add more supervised information to hash function learning 
framework so we can get better hash function. 
We have evaluated our algorithm on 3 well-known public datasets and compared 
with 9 state-of-the-art hashing algorithms. Experiments have shown our algorithms 
significantly outperform others. 
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